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Entry 1: August 10th, 2089 

My name is Dr. Sophia Evergarden-Lyon. This journal consists of my research regarding a 

vaccine for the on-going pandemic. In the event of my death, I ask that whoever finds this 

journal should continue my research and never lose hope that a brighter future awaits. No 

matter how hopeless, hope is all we have. I sincerely hope that these findings will be the key to 

protecting future generations from not if another pandemic happens, but when. 

 

Entry 10: August 20th, 2089 

EVD (Ebola Virus Disease) seems promising. RNA virus fast replication and faster evolution. 

Makes a lot of mistakes.  

 

Entry 13: August 23rd, 2089 - Scientific Entry 

There are two infections from my observations. The first differs. I’ve seen Influenza, Ebola, 

Yellow Fever. These act as suspected. But, there’s another infection. It works its way through 

the nervous system, like rabies, so the immune system can’t attack it. Then, it goes for the brain 

and the lungs. Like rabies, the hosts become aggressive and have an unquenchable thirst but 

develop aquaphobia. I hypothesize, like rabies the infection is spread via biting because the 

second unknown virus lies within the saliva.  

 

Entry 14: August 24th, 2089 - Scientific Entry 

The nervous systems is broken down into two categories. Voluntary or Somatic, and Involuntary 

Neuronic nervous system. The somatic is in charge of sending messages to muscles such as 

moving your arm, but the Neuronic system is in charge of digestion, breathing, etc… Within 

each branch of the nervous systems, there are more branches. In the Neuronic branch, it stems 

into the Sympathetic (Fight or Flight) system and the Neuronic System(Rest and Digest) Both of 

these systems work to balance the other so that we aren’t in a constant state of elevation or rest 

but in a limbo in-between. From my tests on the Fast One’s or as Jalali likes to call them (Maiti 

Haraka - Fast Corpses) it’s been revealed to me that the sympathetic nervous system is 

completely inactive. Unlike the other zombies whose nervous systems are both completely 

intact. The fast ones are in a constant state of fight or flight mode which could be on of the 

reasons they are able to achieve such speed.  

 

Entry 15: August 30th, 2089 

Virology is futile. Our observations are too slow. Throughout history it’s always been this way. 

We are constantly fighting against something that’s figured out the game of life way better than 

we ever will. By the time we’ve observed one behavior thoroughly enough to make a treatment 

for it, the same pathogens have already adapted and gone to kill more of us. It’s a never-ending 

cycle… At least they’ll never be a shortage of work… 


